
DISEASE

Deciphering the triad of
infection, immunity and
pathology
The factors which drive and control disease progression can be inferred

from mathematical models that integrate measures of immune

responses, data from tissue sampling and markers of infection dynamics.

FREDERIK GRAW

A
fever, a cough, a splitting headache. . .

Being sick often comes with tell-tale

signs which worsen as the disease pro-

gresses and tissues become damaged. These

symptoms result from complex interactions

between the infecting pathogen, the inflamma-

tion process, and the response from the immune

system. Tracking these mechanisms and how

they interact, as well as identifying which factors

determine when the disease recedes or pro-

gresses, is essential for establishing better treat-

ment strategies.

In this effort, a more refined understanding of

infection and immune responses has emerged

from combining experimental and clinical meas-

urements with mathematical models (Perel-

son, 2002). However, it is still difficult to link

tissue pathology and disease severity with viral

load or immune cell counts, which respectively

measure the amount of virus and of certain

immune actors in the body. Now, in eLife,

Amber Smith and colleagues at St. Jude Child-

ren’s Research Hospital, the University of Ten-

nessee Health Science Center and the

Washington University School of Medicine –

including Margaret Myers and Amanda Smith as

joing first authors – report how viral infection,

counteracting immune responses and lung

pathology interact as mice fight off influenza A

(Myers et al., 2021).

First, the team tracked how viral load and the

number of CD8+ T cells, an important immune

actor that helps to clear infected cells, pro-

gressed over time. In combination with mathe-

matical models, these measurements allowed

Myers et al. to estimate several parameters that

reflect the pace at which the virus replicates, the

strength of the immune response, and the inter-

actions between these processes. While this had

already been achieved in previous studies (e.g.

Baccam et al., 2006), Myers et al. also analyzed

the anatomy of the lung tissue over time, assess-

ing the damage caused by infection and inflam-

mation as well as how much the organ

eventually regenerates.

Then, the team compared these data to val-

ues from their mathematical model that

described viral load and CD8+ T cells counts,

thereby linking viral load dynamics and specific

immune responses to disease pathology and

severity (Figure 1). In particular, the analysis

shed light on how the relative number of
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immune cells correlates with the level of lung tis-

sue cleared from the virus and, thus, the mice’s

ability to recover from infection. These quantita-

tive relationships could help to assess how well

the virus is controlled within tissues simply by

relying on easily accessible markers that are, for

example, present in the blood. This would

reduce the need for invasive tissue samples.

Individual molecular processes and specific

aspects of viral replication can be studied exten-

sively within in vitro cell culture systems. How-

ever, the full triad of infection, immunity and

especially tissue pathology can only be reliably

assessed within conditions that are physiologi-

cally relevant (Fackler et al., 2014). Indeed, sim-

ple cell culture systems insufficiently address the

impact tissue structure can have on infection

dynamics, immune activation and clearing mech-

anisms (Fackler et al., 2014; Imle et al., 2019).

Myers et al. used frequent samples and histo-

logical analyses to infer how infected tissues

change over time. Yet, imaging technologies

may continue to improve so that it becomes

possible to observe the interactions between

host and pathogen within tissues in real-time

(Coombes and Robey, 2010). These

approaches could help to investigate whether

quantitative relationships as highlighted by

Myers et al. also play a role in other infections

and in other tissues. The expanding field of

organoids – whereby simple, miniature organs

are grown in the laboratory – also represents a

promising step towards understanding how cells

interact within structured, tissue-related environ-

ments (Gosselin et al., 2018; Bar-

Ephraim et al., 2020). Combined with new

technologies such as single-cell sequencing

methods (Triana et al., 2021; Youk et al.,

2020), these approaches will help to determine

the molecular processes that govern disease

progression, and how these might differ

between patients.

Despite these new experimental and diagnos-

tic technologies, data-driven mathematical

modeling and analytical methods will continue

to fulfil a key role for deciphering the interplay

between infection, tissue pathology and disease

severity. Using these models makes it possible

to integrate different types of measurements

from various places and times, and to disentan-

gle the contributions of individual processes to

the infection dynamics. It is only by understand-

ing exactly how individual processes interact

over time that scientists will be able to find and

validate prognostic markers which predict dis-

ease progression.
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Figure 1. The triad of infection, immunity and disease pathology. Separate data, such as viral load (left) – the

quantity of virus present in a specific volume of fluid – immune cell counts (middle) and histological assessment of

tissue sections (right) provide information on the dynamics of infection, immune responses and disease pathology.

Mathematical modelling that integrates these measurements makes it possible to assess how the individual

processes are connected, and to identify relevant prognostic markers that allow prediction of disease progression.
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